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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness an Absolutely WONDROUS Miracle,
which is again very Easy to understand, (=QURAN TESTAMENT 54/17)
but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/88)
==========
9 Have you reckoned (to clearly perceive) that
the people of "the Cave" (=alKahf) and "the Numbers" (=alRaqeem)
are of Our "SIGNS" that are "WONDROUS!"
(QURAN TESTAMENT 18/9)
==========
So, due to this most essential specific Indication by our Supreme LORD
in this regard, in the above Verse,
we clearly see that this most specific term: (=Cave: Kahf) above
has thus been mentioned by our Supreme LORD,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, six times in total,
in these forms therein, first of all, here thus:
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter: 18, Verse: 9)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter: 18, Verse: 10)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter: 18, Verse: 11)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter: 18, Verse: 16)
"their Cave" (=Kahfihim) (=in Chapter: 18, Verse: 17)
"their Cave" (=Kahfihim) (=in Chapter: 18, Verse: 25)

and then,
we clearly see that this most specific term: (=Numbers: Raqeem) above
has thus been mentioned by our Supreme LORD,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, three times in total,
in these forms therein, secondly, thus:
"the Numbers" (=alRaqeem) (=in Chapter: 18, Verse: 9)
"Numbered" (=Marqoom) (=in Chapter: 83, Verse: 9)
"Numbered" (=Marqoom) (=in Chapter: 83, Verse: 20)

================================================

So now, here are those "SIGNS" of our Supreme LORD
that are absolutely "WONDROUS"
(as it is clearly and unmistakably indicated in the above Verse,
in the first place) within these:
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 9)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 10)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 11)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 16)
"their Cave" (=Kahfihim) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 17)
"their Cave" (=Kahfihim) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 25)
in these "Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDERFUL" perfect orders,
first of all, now here thus:
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed all of those "Verse Numbers"
equally and perfectly as "twodigit numbers:"
(09 10 11 16 17 25 & 25 17 16 11 10 09)
> > > > > >
< < < < < <
for/on both sides above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
also in this respect above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.

And then, here are those "SIGNS" of our Supreme LORD
that are absolutely "WONDROUS" again
(as it is clearly and unmistakably indicated in the above Verse,
in the first place) within these:
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 9)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 10)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 11)
"the Cave" (=alKahf) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 16)
"the Numbers" (=alRaqeem) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 9)
in these "Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDERFUL" perfect orders again,
secondly, now here thus:
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed all of those "Verse Numbers"
equally and perfectly as "twodigit numbers here again, for/within this
most specific term: "the Cave" (=alKahf) above:
(09 10 11 16
> > > >

&

16 11 10 09)
< < < <

and then we have thus rightfully placed those final "Verse Numbers"
equally and perfectly as "onedigit numbers here, for/within this
most specific term: "the Numbers" (=alRaqeem) above:
(9 & 9)

^

^

thus for/on both sides above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner again,
also in this respect above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
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And then, here are those "SIGNS" of our Supreme LORD
that are absolutely "WONDROUS" again
(as it is clearly and unmistakably indicated in the above Verse,
in the first place) within these:
"their Cave" (=Kahfihim) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 17)
"their Cave" (=Kahfihim) (=in Chapter Verse: 18 25)
"Numbered" (=Marqoom) (=in Chapter Verse: 83 20)

in these "Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDERFUL" perfect orders again,
thirdly, now here thus:
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed all of those "Verse Numbers"
equally and perfectly as "twodigit numbers here again, for/within this
most specific term: "their Cave" (=Kahfihim) above:
(17 25
> >

&

25 17)
< <

and then we have thus rightfully placed those final "Verse Numbers"
equally and perfectly as "threedigit numbers here, for/within this
most specific term: "Numbered" (=Marqoom) above:
(020 & 020)

^

^

thus for/on both sides above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner again,
also in this respect above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.

*And then please, absolutely note that
==========
7 No, the record of the wicked is in "Sijjeen."
8 And what could make you perceive what "Sijjeen" is?
9 (It is) a Record (that is adequately) "Numbered" (=Marqoom)!
QURAN TESTAMENT Chapter No. 83, Verse No. 79

x...

***
18 No, the record of the pious is in "Elliyeen."
19 And what could make you perceive what "Elliyeen" is?
20 (It is) a Record (that is adequately) "Numbered" (=Marqoom)!
QURAN TESTAMENT Chapter No. 83, Verse No. 1820
==========
because that in this Chapter Verse: 83 20 above
this most specific term: Numbered" (=Marqoom) is used
in such a positive context (i.e. to refer to the Record of the pious) therein,
so thus essentially, we have rightfully taken into account above, first of all:
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and thereby, immediately thereafter:
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in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner therein;
and we have thus rightfully excluded Chapter Verse: 83 9 above
because this most specific term: Numbered" (=Marqoom) is used
in such a negative context (i.e. to refer to the Record of the wicked) therein.
So what would we see, if we specifically take into account
also that Chapter Verse: 83 9 here now?
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed all of those "Verse Numbers"
equally and perfectly as "twodigit numbers here again, for/within this
most specific term: "their Cave" (=Kahfihim) above:
(17 25
> >
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25 17)
< <

and then we have thus rightfully placed those final "Verse Numbers"
equally and perfectly as "twodigit numbers here, for/within this
most specific term: "Numbered" (=Marqoom) above:
(09 & 09)

^

^

and please, certainly note that
because that this most specific term: "Numbered" (=Marqoom) is used
in such a negative context (i.e. to refer to the Record of the wicked) therein,
we have thus rightfully written it in opposite manner
(=i.e. firstly Verse No. (=09) then Chapter No. (=83)
here in this case, thus for/on both sides above:
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in the first case above
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>>
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in the second case above
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and because that this second "Numbered" (=Marqoom) is used
in such a negative context (i.e. to refer to the Record of the wicked) therein,
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x...)

in this respect above,

in such a perfectly meaningful and absolutely Excellent manner,
also in this respect above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD
here again (6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
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So let us clearly see again now
all of those "SIGNS" of our Supreme LORD that are absolutely "WONDROUS"
(as it is clearly and unmistakably indicated in this above Verse (=18/9),
in the first place) in such a perfectly logical order here,
from the very first one above to the very last one,
now altogether here again, thus:
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And Then
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(those specifically without "definite articles")
(for/in negative context)
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*And we should also absolutely note here:
because that the maximum number of Verses
in QURAN TESTAMENT is (in Chapter No. 2)
Number of Verses: "286" (=i.e. a "threedigit Number") therein,
we can thus legitimately and perfectly place those
specific "Verse Numbers" as such a specific "twodigit Number" above, as: (=09)
or/and thereafter also (maximum) as such a specific threedigit Number above, as (=020),
thus perfectly legitimately, also in this respect, in the first place.
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===========
9 Have you reckoned (to clearly perceive) that
the people of "the Cave" (=alKahf) and "the Numbers" (=alRaqeem)
are of Our "SIGNS" that are "WONDROUS!"
10 When the youths took refuge towards "the Cave" (=alKahf), and they said:
Our LORD, grant us from Your Presence thus also and especially, due to/on

"the left side" of those "19" coded Tables above now a "Compassion,"
and endow on us in our affair thus also and especially, due to/on "the right side"
of those "19" coded Tables above now a "Comprehension."
11 So We sealed upon their ears in "the Cave" (=alKahf) for a number of years.
12 Then We awakened them to know which of the "twogroups"
would count better/best how long they stayed therein.
13 We thus narrate unto you their news with the Truth.
Certainly, they were youths who believed in their LORD, and (therefore)
We increased them in Guidance.
14 And We strengthened their hearts when they stood and said:
Our LORD is the (One and Only) LORD of the heavens and the earth,
we will never call besides HIM any god. Had we said so (and called besides HIM any god,
it would be such a tremendous) stupidity. (=36/7476 & 7/194199)
..........
21 And thus We have let (those "SIGNS" that are "WONDROUS") be discovered
about them (=i.e. the people of "the Cave" (=alKahf) and "the Numbers" (=alRaqeem),
as it is clearly and unmistakably indicated in this Verse here =18/9, in the first place above),
so that they (=all People now) know that
the Promise of ALLAH is Truth and that the "Hour" (=a most specific reference also and
especially to the "Hour" of this anticipated "Smoke" and these formidable "Heavenly Requitals"
thereafter, here in this case =44/1016, in this Final Age now) there is no doubt about it!
When they (=those who actually met the "People of the Cave" at that time) argued
among themselves regarding them, so they said:
"Build upon them (=i.e. in memory of them) a building." Their LORD is Best Knower of them.
Those who prevailed by/in their argument (therein) said:
We will have upon them (=i.e. in memory of them, for they were the most faithful Servants
of ALLAH therein, in this respect, in those times) a Temple
(that all truthful People may worship ALLAH Alone therein, also and especially
due to that Great MIRACLE therein at those times).
22 They will say (now): "Three, the fourth is their dog." And they say: "Five, the sixth is
their dog," guessing at what is unseen! And they say: "Seven, and the eighth is their dog."
Say: My LORD is Best Knower of their number, none know them except for a few.
So do not argue regarding them except with a ("19" coded) ascendant Argument
(=74/2630, 31)!
And do not seek information (after this) regarding them from any one of them.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 18/914, 2122)
==========
*So please, also absolutely go to

"BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 1"

document, pages no. 4047
now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id180.html
to clearly witness all of those "SIGNS" of our Supreme LORD
that are absolutely "WONDROUS" (=18/9),
and how many people exactly were there
in each of those "twogroups" of "People of the Cave" above (=18/12),
and how many days and nights exactly did they stay in that most specific "Cave" (=alKahf)

above (=18/1112 & 2527),
by this long awaited and anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" sent by ALLAH
here, in this Final Age now.

==========
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that
QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole World that
QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates any "extra zero" from/on the left side of our Tables above,
except within that most specific first Verse No. (=09) therein
and It does not letstay (but excludes any "extra zero" from/on the right side of our Tables above,
except within that most specific first Verse No. (=09) therein again
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
for/in each of those most essential three Cases, and thereafter also those most crucial two Cases
(=i.e. exclusively "for/in that positive context" and then "for/in that negative context" therein),
"for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides," therein above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out in the above 2630th Verses)
is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created
thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side also here in this respect above
as/in

"pairs" (=i.e.

"the Cave" (=alKahf)

& "the Numbers" (=alRaqeem),

that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 "Dhikraa" == 51/49 "pairs" = "taDhakkaroona")

==========

Remain in peace/salaam.
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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
now here, we shall witness a most Miraculous "Hadith" (=Saying/Utterance/Message)
of prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) related to this "alKahf" (=Surah No. "18"
in the QURAN) wherein we have witnessed all of those "SIGNS" of our Supreme LORD
that are absolutely "WONDROUS" in the very first posts above.

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
Whoever recites "three Verses"
from the beginning of "alKahf" (=i.e. Surah No. "18" in the QURAN),
he will be protected from the turmoil of the Dajjal.
(Tirmidhi, Book 45, Hadith 3127)
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
Whoever preserves (in his heart) "ten Verses"
from the beginning of Surah "alKahf" (=i.e. Surah No. "18" again in the QURAN),
he will be protected from the Dajjal.
(Sahih Muslim, Book 6, Hadith 811)


So here are those most specific "three Verses" or/and also "ten Verses"
from the beginning of Surah "alKahf" (=i.e. Surah No. "18" in the QURAN),
as it is clearly emphasized by prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
in those of his two most Miraculous "Hadith" (=Saying/Utterance/Message) above,
in these "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDERFUL" perfect orders, now here thus:
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed the very first number
legitimately with "extra zero" as =(01 ... 10) in the first case, for/within the left side above,
and again as =(10 ... 01) in the second case, for/within the right side above:
01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
>>>>>>>>>

123
>>>
321
<<<

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01
<<<<<<<<<

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner therein, in the first place.
*And please, absolutely note that
the specific directions of all of those numbers above:
>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<

>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<

>>>

<<<

>>>

<<<

are basically the same/similar as the specific directions of all of those numbers
we have witnessed within those "WONDROUS SIGNS" of our Supreme LORD,
with regard to this same Chapter/Surah (=18) and Verse No. 910 in QURAN TESTAMENT
therein above, in the first place!
(*So please, certainly see those specific directions (>>>>> <<<<<) again
in the very first posts above (especially within "reply # 2" above),
thus to clearly perceive the most Amazing and Awesome aspect
of these "19" coded most Miraculous "Hadith" (=Saying/Utterance/Message)
of prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above, also in this respect now.

"Surah"

18
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Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
Whoever recites "three Verses"
from the beginning of "alKahf" (=i.e. Surah No. "18" in the QURAN),
he will be protected from the turmoil of the Dajjal.
(Tirmidhi, Book 45, Hadith 3127)
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
Whoever preserves (in his heart) "ten Verses"
from the beginning of Surah "alKahf" (=i.e. Surah No. "18" again in the QURAN),
he will be protected from the Dajjal.
(Sahih Muslim, Book 6, Hadith 811)

** the Messiah Dajjal (=i.e. the satanic ideology which falsely claims that
"Messiah was GOD" and also fabricated the false doctrine of "Trinity" thereof
=please, see it now in QURAN TESTAMENT 5/7274)

So let us clearly and openly see these first "three" or/and also "ten Verses"
of Surah "alKahf" (=i.e. Surah No. "18" in the QURAN),
as clearly emphasized by prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him),
in those of his two "19" coded most Miraculous "Hadith"
(=Saying/Utterance/Message) above, now here thus:
==========
1 All Praise be to ALLAH Who has sent down the Scripture unto HIS Servant,
and HE has not made in it any crookedness.
2 Straightforward, thus also and especially, due to/on "the left side" of those
"19" coded Tables above now giving Warning
of the "severe punishment" (=basan shadeedan) from HIM;
and thus also and especially, due to/on "the right side" of those
"19" coded Tables above now giving GladTidings to the believers who do good works,
that they will have an "excellent reward" (=ajran hasanan).
3 In which they will abide forever.

4 And to warn those who said: "ALLAH has taken (the Messiah) as a Son."
(=i.e. this is that satanic (=the Messiah Dajjal) ideology again
(as clearly pointed out in the above Hadith)
which falsely claims that "Messiah was GOD" and also fabricated the false doctrine of "Trinity"
thereof.)
5 They have no knowledge of this, nor do their parents.
Tremendous indeed is the (false) word (=i.e. that Trinity again) coming out of
their mouths. (=19/8895) They are but saying a lie!
6 Perhaps you will torment yourself in grief over them, because they do not believe
in this Narrative; (you are) saddened (because of their such arrogant and ignorant
rejection).
7 We have made what is on the earth an adornment for it, so that We will test them
as to which of them is best in works.
8 And We will surely make what is on it (eventually into) barren land.
9 (So), have you reckoned (to clearly perceive) that
the people of "the Cave" (=alKahf) and "the Numbers" (=alRaqeem)
are of Our "SIGNS" that are "WONDROUS!" (as we have clearly and unmistakably
witnessed them in the very first posts above, in this Final Age now!)
10 When the youths took refuge towards "the Cave" (=alKahf), and they said:
Our LORD, grant us from Your Presence thus also and especially, due to/on
"the left side" of those "19" coded Tables above now a "Compassion" (=Rahmatan),
and endow on us in our affair thus also and especially, due to/on "the right side"
of those "19" coded Tables above now a "Comprehension" (=Rashadan).

(QURAN TESTAMENT 18/110)
==========

*So please, also absolutely see "BIBLICAL

EXCELLENT MIRACLES 4"

document now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
thus to clearly and unmistakably witness the strong Belief and full Support of
prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
________________________
due to this most critical and important "Covenant" of ALLAH
thus especially and also taken from Him here (=Quran,
Surah Ali Imran 81 = Ahzab 78)
________________________
unto His long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant (=i.e. this
most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" here,
in this Final Age now,)
by all of His "19" coded most Miraculous "Hadith" (=Saying/Utterance/Message),
as perfectly inspired and taught to Him by ALLAH therein,
that this satanic (the Messiah Dajjal) ideology which falsely claims that "Messiah was GOD"
and also fabricated the false doctrine of "Trinity" thereof,
may decisively be refuted and (in intellectual, philosophical sense) utterly be defeated

by all sane, sincere and truthful people, Worldwide,
in this Final Age now. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/7274, 8385)

Remain in peace/salaam.
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